[Hospital-acquired pneumonia in the light of current recommendations - is there a space for improving patient care?]
Hospital-acquired pneumonia (HAP) is an infection of the lung parenchyma. It is the second most frequent nosocomial infection and the leading cause of death from infection in critically ill patients. Hospital-acquired and, particularly, ventilator-associated pneumonia prolong the hospital stay and increase treatment costs. The clinical signs of pneumonia are rather non-specific, with limited possibilities to distinguish the lung condition from other nosological entities. The yield, effectiveness and cost of new rapid diagnostic procedures as well as early biochemical markers specific for pneumonia have not been sufficiently verified and clinical translation of technological innovations is slow. In bedside clinical practice, the diagnosis continues to be based on clinical examination together with imaging methods, most frequently X-ray. The spectrum of etiologic agents changes, with an increase in the prevalence of multidrug-resistant (MDR) bacterial pathogens. Initial antibiotic therapy, particularly in critically ill ventilated patients, needs to include broad-spectrum agents due to the risk of the presence of MDR bacteria. The likelihood of successful treatment may be increased by regular updates of recommendations for adequate initial antibiotherapy with regard to the epidemiological situation and knowledge of bacterial resistance to antimicrobials in a particular hospital and region. As part of the current valid guidelines, recommendation were newly translated; however, their level of evidence is often very low and the strength of recommendation is mostly weak or moderate. Their benefit to everyday practice is questionable. The article points to changes brought about by the recent European guidelines published in fall 2017 and summarizes current issues concerning HAP pathogens in intensive care units in the Czech Republic.